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changing file location

Posted by JapsR - 09 Jun 2019 05:09
_____________________________________

Hi, I have a question regarding the output location of my files in lwks. When I started out using it, the
folder for all my files (all the clips and music I use in my videos) was my main (small) SSD, but since I
have been using lwks for quite a while now, it's beginning to get a bit stuffed. In the past I just moved my
video clips and other files I was using for a video to a different location. But after doing so, I came to the
conclusion I couldn't edit those files in lwks anymore, because the location had been changed.

So my question is: How can I change the folder of the files I use in my videos to a different location,
while still be able to edit my videos in lwks?
============================================================================

Re: changing file location
Posted by hugly - 09 Jun 2019 05:50

_____________________________________

Hello,

I assume that you run Lightworks V14.5 and your media have been imported via 'Create Link' which is
the default import method.

To move linked media to another location, shut down Lightworks, on OS level move the media to the
new location. Start Lightworks and enter your project, all clips referring to moved media will show 'Media
Offline'. In 'Filters.Clips' select the clips, right-click and select 'Media.Relink missing'. Navigate to the new
location and click OK. This has to be done for each new location (which is a folder and all its subfolders).

Tell how that works for you.

If you've used some other import method, the workflow is different.
============================================================================

Re: changing file location
Posted by RWAV - 09 Jun 2019 07:46

_____________________________________

JapsR wrote:
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So my question is: How can I change the folder of the files I use in my videos to a different location,
while still be able to edit my videos in lwks?

In you project
Make a new LW media location
Make a bin of the files needing to be moved - that could be as much as all media in the project.
From the bin menu do this - Select the new media location for your files
LW will update its database to keep track of where your files have been relocated.
============================================================================
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